Overview

The Graduation Studio in the Masters of Architecture Program is run over two terms; the first term is the Research Studio where students develop the intellectual inquiry and research that defines their project, along with their initial architectural proposals. The second term accommodates the Major Design Studio where students develop this into a comprehensively resolved architecture project.

In the Major Design Studio, students continue in their previous studio group to create rigorous and compelling architecture. Each studio explicitly supports the detailed design development of individual architectural proposals as realised through appropriate modes of architectural representation. Emphasis is placed on development of the architectural proposition through critique and testing. The developed design will reach an ambitious level of programmatic, spatial, material, environmental and technological integration and resolution, with an ambitious and imaginative level of experimentation. Students will evaluate and develop architectural representation styles and techniques to establish the most effective methods to communicate their work. Presentation to peers, eminent critics and practitioners occurs through studio reviews and a public graduation exhibition.
**Faculty**
Faculty of Built Environment

**School**
School of Built Environment

**Study Level**
Postgraduate

**Offering Terms**
Term 2, Term 3

**Campus**
Kensington

**Indicative contact hours**
8

**Timetable**
Visit timetable website for details
Conditions for Enrolment

Prerequisite: ARCH7201
Fees

**Commonwealth Supported Students**  $2382
**Domestic Students**  $7800
**International Students**  $10500

**DISCLAIMER**
Please note that the University reserves the right to vary student fees in line with relevant legislation. This fee information is provided as a guide and more specific information about fees, including fee policy, can be found on the [fee website](#).

For advice about fees for courses with a fee displayed as "Not Applicable", including some Work Experience and UNSW Canberra at ADFA courses, please contact the relevant Faculty.

Where a Commonwealth Supported Students fee is displayed, it does not guarantee such places are available.
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